Brother Bear

Discussion
2:30 minutes
Think about how different personalities can affect relationships. What does this have to do with the three
brothers and their relationships? Can you think of a time when personalities have affected your relationships?

7:30 minutes
The whole “community” gathers to support Kenai when he is to receive his totem. How can having the support
of family and friends be beneficial?

7:15 minutes
Tanana seems like she has a good relationship with the whole group of people, adults and children alike. What
qualities do you think are important to possess to be able to connect with so many different types of people?

9:00 minutes
Denahi teases Kenai quite a bit. Can this be harmful to relationships? What can name-calling do in a real-life
situation?

12:50 minutes
Sitka creates an avalanche in order to save his brothers from the bear. In doing this, he knew he would probably
die. What kind of love does this show Sitka had for his brothers?

18:30 minutes
Out of anger Kenai wants to kill the bear that to him was the cause of the death of Sitka. What is this doing to
the relationship between Kenai and Denahi? What is it doing to the relationship between Kenai and the Spirits?

26:30 minutes
Kenai is making all sorts of new relationships with different
animals because he can understand what they are saying
when he couldn’t before. How can we change our perspective
to truly understand what people are saying?

30:30 minutes
Kenai doesn’t want help from Koda to get down from the
tree. Instead, he wants to “do it himself.” Can pride hurt
relationships? How?

34:20 minutes
Koda gets Kenai to “pinky swear” that they will go to the salmon run together. What can breaking “pinky swears”
or promises do to relationships? How do you feel when you break a promise?

42:00 minutes
As they travel, Kenai and Koda start to get along more. What has happened that has made Kenai’s and Koda’s
relationship change for the better?

45:30 minutes
The moose want to stick with Kenai because they say he can protect them from the hunter (Denahi). Who do
you depend on for safety and protection?

53:30 minutes
Even though Denahi is trying to kill him, Kenai tries to save Denahi from falling from the cliff into the river.
Sometimes those we have relationships with accidentally do something that hurts our feelings. When this
happens, is there a way we can show love instead of being angry?

55:00 minutes
The big bear says that every bear belongs at the salmon run.
Have you ever been part of a new group maybe at work or
somewhere similar? How can we make people feel welcome
when they are in a new situation?

1 hour
As part of the salmon run adventure, there is a story-telling
night. How can telling stories with people you love deepen
relationships with them?

1:05
Kenai and Koda have become pretty close. How do you think it can change their relationship when Kenai tells
Koda about how he is a human and about his mom?

1:10
You can tell that the moose don’t express their love to each other very much, so they are having a hard time
doing so. How can we practice expressing our feelings?

1:12
Koda forgives Kenai and comes back to help save him from Denahi. How can we forgive others even when it’s
hard?

1:17
Sometimes it takes people changing in order for relationships to become better, such as the case between Kenai
and Denahi. Can you think of a time when you have seen this happen, either in your own life or someone else’s?
Contemplate the relationships between the three brothers at the end of the movie.

For more resources to help teens and young adults learn healthy relationship skills, visit DibbleInstitute.org.

